What Will I Learn in Eighth Grade Art?

I can develop my observational skills through drawing:
- Blind Contour Drawing
- Observational drawing

I can use the Design Thinking Process in the Art Studio

Elements of Art:
- Line
- Shape
- Color
- Space
- Value
- Form
- Texture

Principles of Art:
- Pattern
- Balance
- Contrast
- Movement
- Emphasis
- Rhythm
- Unity

I can develop my 8 Studio Habits of Mind:
- Develop Craft
- Engage & Persist
- Envision
- Express
- Observe
- Stretch & Explore
- Reflect
- Understand Art Worlds

I can create a photorealist inspired portrait.

I can create a three dimensional, mixed media plaster mask:

I can replicate an image with the use of a grid

I can analyze, interpret, and make connections to historical and cultural contexts.

I can develop my artwork inspired by artists of many cultures:
- Kara Walker
- Jean-Michel Basquiat
- Diego Rivera

I can explore the impact of artist Pablo Picasso's work

I can produce a work of art inspired by artists of many cultures:

Patrick Myers: MS Art Teacher: pmyers@portledge.org, 516-750-3179